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Be inspired

Products, applications, plenty of ideas – the
right solution for every environment, space and
style. Our website is compatible for computers,
tablets and smart phones. Please visit the Apple
app store to download our Badmagazin and
News brochure apps.
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Experience live

Please visit www.duravit.us to find your local
Duravit distributor. Or visit us at one of our worldwide
showrooms: Hornberg and Meissen (Germany),
Paris (France), New York (USA), Cairo (Egypt), Bizerte
(Tunisia) and Shanghai (China). More information?
www.duravit.us/showrooms

Follow us!
www.facebook.com/duravit
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6 good reasons why you
should choose a Duravit
bathroom.

Unadorned, archetypical, timeless
The consistently rectangular Vero range of ceramics is a true bathroom classic. With the new furniture program (by Kurt Merki Jr.),
Vero has been promoted to a complete bathroom: perfectly matched
to the ceramics, the impressive furniture has a distinctive look and
is extremely practical. Left page: Console in Mediterranean Oak, with
optional LED illuminated edge. Small image, left: Vanity unit with
integrated drawer system. Right: The sleek and distinctive chrome
handle (combined with furniture surface White High Gloss). Bottom:
The Vero bathroom in Ticino Cherry, just one of six attractive finishes.

1. Technology: everything from the
sound system to the comfortable
rimless toilet
2. Quality: premium materials, skilfully crafted
3. Design: the work of high-profile
international designers
4. Sustainability: durable materials
and design
5. Comfort: innovative solutions for
maximum wellbeing
6. Complete: from planning and
design to your dream bathroom

A Duravit bathroom lasts longer – thanks to sustainable
materials and enduring design. We use innovative
technologies to develop intelligent bathroom products –
for your own personal wellbeing.

DETAIL.
PASSION.
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GLOSS.
GLAMOUR.
The classic
Designer Philippe Starck believes in concentrating on the essentials.
This is embodied in his classic Starck series for Duravit – whose
individual components look equally good when combined with others.
Left: Starck 2 surface-mounted washbasin with vanity unit. Bottom
right: Starck 2 washbasin, 21 5/8”. Top: The Starck 1 surface-mounted
washbasin has an amazingly narrow rim and ceramic tap platform.
Small photos, top: The Starck barrel in various finishes.

STARCK
ORIGINAL
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Comfort and practicality
Elegant:
Bathroom
furniture in linen.
What bathroom
dreams are
made of.

UNIQUE: THE
SOFT CONTOURS
OF THE HAPPY D.2
SERIES

The Delos (by EOOS) bathroom furniture program
not only sets new standards in comfortable bathroom design but also in practical finesse. Left:
With its “invisible” support, the console appears to
float. Center: Console with flush-fitting washbasin
installed using an innovative method. Right: The
handle-less tall cabinet is easy to open thanks to
the overlapping door.

VALUE.
VARIETY.

Feminine chic
The Happy D.2 complete bathroom series (by sieger design) shows
off its feminine side with soft, rounded corners that are featured
throughout the program. Perfectly coordinated furniture solutions
create an elegant, comfortable bathroom. Large photo: Freestanding
bathtub with characteristic allround rim. Top right: Toilets and bidets
are available in wall-mounted and freestanding versions, as well
as with Duravit Rimless® and SensoWash®. Right: Above counter basin
with vanity unit in textured, dark brushed oak.
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Worth every Penny
This is certainly true of the DuraStyle series (by Matteo
Thun & Partners). Economical in terms of design and price
it offers a decidedly lavish range of washbasins, toilets,
bathtubs and furniture. The result is a modern bathroom
that is brimming with personality. Left: Furniture in real
wood. Bottom right: An example of the extensive range
of toilets, shown here with SoftClose seat.
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For eyes, body and soul
Where does wellness start? In a Duravit bathroom, even the
discreet, timeless look has a beneficial effect. Bottom: Starck 1
washbowl and vanity unit in premium Black High Gloss. Center:
The washbasin from the PuraVida series (by Phoenix Design)
appears soft and lightweight. Right: PuraVida washbowl and vanity
unit with characteristic recessed handle. Very bottom: Vero (by
Duravit) washbasin with chrome frame. Bottom right: Starck 2
washbowl with console.
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DESIGN.
ESSENCE.
We really go the extra mile to create the perfect
form using innovative designs, the very
latest technology and skilled craftsmanship.

Accomplished
The washbowl from the Foster series (by Lord Norman Foster) has an
impressively simple, architectural design. Shown here in combination
with the Delos bathroom furniture program.
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The one you love!
Darling New (by sieger design) is the modern, complete
bathroom for individualists. Bottom: Darling New bathroom
with bathtub, furniture washbasin and vanity unit, mirror.
Left: Furniture washbasin with large surround. Small
photos: Furniture fronts in six different finishes. Combine
your own bathroom favorites at www.mynewdarling.us

LIFE.
STYLE.

300 Lux / 3500 Kelvin

Lots of storage space
This is what you get with X-Large (by sieger design). And yet
it doesn’t appear heavy at all: With its delicate proportions and
design finesse, X-Large is a visual lightweight. Various widths
and two depths offer maximum flexibility, whilst eight different
finishes ensure maximum individuality. Bottom: Mirror cabinet
with LED light canopy and optional sound system.
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Invigorating
Almost all Duravit bathtubs
are also available with an
optional whirl system. So you
not only experience bubbling
bathing pleasure but also
beneficial after-effects. The air
bubbles stimulate circulation
whilst the water massage
stimulates blood flow, easing
tension away. Right: Starck
whirltub. Small photo: Happy D.2
back-to-wall whirltub. Left:
Darling New bathtub with
comfortable wide rim.

FORM.
FUN.
Often copied but never matched
The Starck 3 range (by Philippe Starck) is the measure of all things
when it comes to design, variety and price. Very top: Washbasin in
single and double variant. Top: Perfect addition: The diverse furniture
range Ketho (by Christian Werner). Bottom left: Starck 3 toilets are
available as wall-mounted, One-piece or Two-piece versions. Bottom
right: The undermount vanity basin is factory installed and provides
a seamless transition from the ceramic to the wooden surface.

Sheer relaxation
This is a given with Duravit pools and
steam showers. Small photos: The hinged
cover transforms the Sundeck pool (by
EOOS) into a comfortable relaxation deck.
Left: Blue Moon pool (by Jochen Schmiddem) with Anthracite Oak furniture panel.
Thanks to a generous depth of 19 5/8”,
the bather can enjoy the effect of floating.
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Flush-fitting for easy access

Rimless

The DuraPlan shower tray (by Prof. Frank Huster) fits flush with the
floor and is popular with design-savvy users. It is easy to clean and
facilitates getting into and out of the shower, which makes it ideal
for use in barrier-free bathrooms. In addition, it is easy to plan
and install: a height-adjustable frame makes it possible to achieve
a perfectly-suited space for the tray, while its outlet can be precisely
positioned by means of a template. The result is a comfortable
shower solution for every modern bathroom – barrier-free, attractive
and hygienic.

Bottom: The wall-mounted toilets from the Darling New, DuraStyle
and Happy D.2 series are also available with Duravit Rimless® flushing
technology. The innovative water flow creates a powerful flush: this
ensures hygienic and immaculate flushing results, even with 1.28 gpf
of water. Thanks to the open and easily accessible rim area, the bowl
is easy to keep clean. Center: The LED night-light function in the
SensoWash® shower-toilet seat provides orientation and safety. Top
right: SoftClose technology is optionally available for every toilet.
Bottom right: As the toilets are concealed at the side, the Durafix
attachment system enables a reduced, modern bathroom design.

Darling New

CARE.
CULTURE.

DuraStyle

Happy D.2

Modern toilet hygiene at the push of a button
The SensoWash® shower-toilet seat creates a freshly-washed
feeling by providing gentle cleaning after using the toilet. It can
be combined with five different bathroom series. All functions
can be operated via remote control: From opening and closing the
toilet lid to the Rearwash, Comfortwash and Ladywash. New: The
intelligent energy-saving mode with SensoWash® C. Small photo,
left: The additional replacement spray head with soft jet enables
individual personal hygiene.

Creates space
The innovative OpenSpace shower enclosure (by EOOS) creates
more space in the bathroom: after taking a shower, the selflocking glass doors can simply be “folded” against the wall.
There is no rail protruding into the room, the tap fittings and
shower hose are concealed and the bathroom appears much
larger. Can be combined with DuraPlan and other Duravit
bathtubs and shower trays.
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